
 

Digby Chick 

Wine List 
Champagne & Sparkling  bottle 

1a. PROSECCO TIAMO, BOTTER N.V. (200ml)  6.90 

 Delicate, lightly floral but not lacking in rich fruit of apple and 
 pear — this is a great all-rounder. (Italy) (2)  

 
 

1b. PROSECCO ROSÉ, BOTTEGA N.V. (200ml)  6.90 

Full of flavours of fresh red fruit character, with some notes of strawberry, 
cream and vanilla. Made in a slightly of- dry style, this makes a perfect 
match for cakes or fruit based desserts. (Italy) (2)  

 
 

1. PROSECCO, SANTI NELLO N.V. 22.00 

 A delicate, fresh, fruity bouquet of golden apples and flowers, nuanced 

with flavours of peach and citrus. Almond notes on the palate are followed 

by a long finish. (Italy) (2) 

 2. CAVA BRUT ROSADO, CASTILLO PERELADA N.V. 23.50 

 A delicious sparkling wine with fresh strawberry and raspberry  

 fruit flavours and generous bubbles ending in a refreshing, lingering  

 finish. (Spain) (3) 
 
 

3. CHAMPAGNE, NICOLAS MAILLART PREMIER CRU N.V. 43.00 

A truly remarkable Champagne. Fresh and fruity with bags of  

character. A sophisticated choice with fish and shellfish. (France) (2) 
 

4. CHAMPAGNE, BOLLINGER N.V. 60.00 

Bollinger comes from one of the top Champagne houses and is 

a delicious, dry, full-flavoured Champagne. (France) (2) 

 

Red Wines 

5. MONTEBRUNA BARBERA D’ASTI, BRAIDA  31.00 

      A funky label and great tasting. Soft, smooth and gentle with yummy 

   cherry flavours. Goes down a treat with lots of our vegetarian or 

Mediterranean influenced dishes. (Italy) (b) 
 
  

6. CABERNET RESERVA, SANTA EMA  26.00 

 A very serious wine with great tannin structure and a complex, 

sophisticated palate of black fruits with toasty notes. 

(Chile) (c) 

7. RIOJA CRIANZA, CAMPILLO  25.50 

Clean, bright, intense cherry red, with ruby rim. Intense on the nose, fresh 

fruit hints, sweet and warm notes due to the barrel ageing. Pleasant on the 

palate, tasty. Long finish, smooth and toasted. (Spain) (c) 

8. PINOT NOIR, LE VERSANT 25.00

 A strong and aromatic nose of red fruits mixed with liquorice notes.  
The palate is full-bodied with round tannins. (France) (b) 

  

9. ZINFANDEL, BEYER RANCH, WENTE  29.00 

     Plum aromas lead to hints of raspberries and blueberries. A well-balanced 

wine with good mouthfeel, a smooth, luscious finish and soft tannins.  

 To be enjoyed with grilled meats or cheese. (USA) (c) 



 

Red Wines cont....  bottle 

  

10. CHÂTEAU BÉLINGARD BERGERAC BORDEAUX   22.90 

A full-bodied red wine with concentrated cassis followed by a long finish. 

(France) (c) 

 
11. PINOTAGE, THE BEAN  21.50 

    The idea was to create a wine with strong coffee and mocha flavours — 

 toasted French oak staves were used and the result is a deep dark purple 

 colour with mocha and roasted coffee bean flavours on the nose and fine, 

 silky tannins on the palate. (South Africa) (c) 

  
12. OLD VINE CARIGNAN, FILET MIGNON  27.00 

     Intense aromas of violets and almonds leap out of the glass with  

a hint of chocolate. Excellent fruit content and fresh acidity with 

approachable tannins. (France) (c) 

  

13.      MALBEC, ANUBIS  23.00 

    A full-bodied wine with ripe fruit aromas of raspberry, blackcurrant, cherry 

 and vanilla. Complex and structured on the palate with soft, ripe tannins 

and an explosion of fruit leading to a velvety finish. (Argentina) (d) 

   

14. PRIMITIVO, BAROCCO  22.50 

 Full, warm and rich with lashings of black fruit aromas and flavours. 

Spicy touches are followed by a long-lasting, lingering finish. (Italy) (c) 

 

15. CH, CHOCAPALHA  31.00 

 100% Touriga Nacional, one single parcel of old vines. Rich perfume of 

ripe black fruit and floral notes. On the palate it shows velvety tannins very 

well integrated which confer an excellent body and amazing aging 

capacity. (Portugal) (e) 

 

16. MERLOT, LOMOND ESTATE  26.00 

 An aroma of ripe mulberry and subtle mint opens on to a sweet, succulent 

 palate of plums and a faint trace of smokiness. Finely-grained tannins 

 and a good balance between fruit and wood make this an easily 

accessible wine. (South Africa) (d) 

 

17. FITOU, DOMAINE JONES 36.00 

 A southern French classic made from Carignan, Grenache and 

Syrah grapes. A deliciously rich and smooth Fitou — bright berry  

fruits and hints of wild herbs are balanced with careful oak ageing. 

(France) (e) 

 
 

18. SHIRAZ, WOODSTOCK 48.00 

 A deep vibrant cerise colour with some youthful purple hues.  

Mint and spice aromatics belie the full but velvety smooth, lingering  

palate. Soft, yet powerful tannins offer the promise of a long-lasting 

Shiraz. (Australia) (d) 

  

  

  



 

White Wines  bottle 

 

19. CHABLIS, DOMAINE DU COLOMBIER 34.00 

 A pure and authentic wine vinified and aged in stainless steel tanks  

to retain all its freshness and mineral character. (France) (1) 

20. VIOGNIER, LES GRÈS, FRANCE  22.00 

 A Viognier that actually tastes like a Viognier! Bursting with stone fruit 

 aromas and flavours; peach and apricots and a dollop of vanilla cream  

 on top. (France) (3) 
   

21. GRÜNER VELTLINER, SEIFRIED ESTATE 27.95 

Aromatic wine with ripe stone fruit and faint incense notes on the nose, 

generous fruit flavours with hints of pepper and clean mineral acidity. 

(New Zealand) (2) 

 

22. CHARDONNAY, MORNING FOG, WENTE 29.50 

 A beautiful straw colour with aromas of freshly cut red apple,  

vanilla and soft oak followed by lush tropical fruit and citrus 

flavours in a medium to long finish. (USA) (3) 

  

23. PINOT GRIGIO, TOLLOY  25.50 

 An Italian gem. The cool, crisp air of Italy’s Alto Adige imparts a  

unique quality on the grapes that pierces through the delicate  

bouquet. Soft fruit unfolds on the palate with an elegant mouthfeel.  

This is a classic Pinot Grigio. (Italy) (2) 

 
24. ALBARIÑO, VEIGA NAUM  26.00 

 Lovely, vibrant golden colour. Crisp and elegant with a fresh,  

fruit-driven palate and a finish that is fragrant and persistent.  

(Spain) (3) 
  

25. RIESLING RESERVE, GUSTAVE LORENTZ     27.90 

Pale yellow colour, with an expressive and refined nose filled with citrus 

and white flower aromas. It has a lively, refreshing acidity, great structure 

and a clean, dry finish. (France) (2) 

26. DUQUESA VERDEJO, BODEGAS LAN   22.90 

 Wonderfully dry with fresh acidity. This Verdejo is bright and crisp, with 

 fabulous citrus flavours of lemon and grapefruit. (Spain) (1) 
  

27 SAUVIGNON BLANC, SACRED HILL  30.00 

 Aromatically intense, with nectarines, tropical fruits, gooseberries and 

 lemon zest. The palate has a fleshy entry and seamless flow, finishing 

with a lively, crisp acidity. (New Zealand) (3) 

. 

28. MÂCON UCHIZY, DOMAINE TALMARD 35.00 

A great white Burgundy with no oak, just fresh green apple and  

nut flavours followed by a touch of honey. Full of character and clean fruit. 

(France) (3) 

29. SAUVIGNON BLANC, CLOUDY BAY  41.00 

Bright, lifted citrus aromatics of kaffir lime and grapefruit abound, 

supported by ripe nectarine-like notes. The elegant, concentrated palate 

reveals juicy stone fruit and lemongrass with a lovely minerality and crisp 

acidity giving a long-lasting, mouthwatering finish. (New Zealand) (2) 



  

Rosé Wines  125ml 175ml   250ml bottle 

30. ZINFANDEL ROSÉ, ZINNIA 3.40 4.80 6.30 19.50 

Made from deliciously fruity Zinfandel grapes grown in California. An easy-

drinking wine with aromas of fresh red berry fruits leading into flavours of 

ripe watermelon and sweet red apples. (USA) (4)  

Dessert Wine 100ml  half bottle 

 

 31. ELYSIUM BLACK MUSCAT, A. QUADY   6.00 22.00 

Deep magenta in colour with rose-like aromas. Great with  

cheese or use this unctuous liquid either to replace or to  

accompany dessert (even chocolate). (USA) (7) 

 

Port   100ml Glass 

 

   

32. KOPKE RUBY PORT   5.00 

A classic nose, where the vivacity of the young fruits converge in a 

delicate balance. Determined taste and vigorous with aromas of fresh fruit 

followed by a long and harmonious finish. (Portugal) (6)   
 

33. KOPKE FINE WHITE PORT   4.95 

Fresh, delicate and elegantly sweet with floral, fruity notes accented  

by honey, almond and a faint hit of spice. Lively acidity merges with  

a lingering, mineral finale. (Portugal) (6)   
 

House Wines – White 125ml 175ml   250ml bottle 

34. UN-OAKED CHARDONNAY, OUR TOWN HALL 

FRANSCHHOEK CELLAR  3.45 4.70 6.10    17.95 
Fresh tropical and citrus fruit aromas followed by fruity flavours of 

marmalade and mango with a hint of spice. Great length and 

concentration on the palate, finishing rich and creamy. (South Africa) (2) 

 

35. SAUVIGNON BLANC 

GRANDE CREVETTE 3.50 4.90 6.40 18.50 
 A dry, fragrant Sauvignon with classic notes of citrus leading into a fresh, 

 crisp palate. (France) (2) 

 

House Wines – Red 125ml 175ml  250ml  bottle  

36. CABERNET SAUVIGNON  3.50 4.90 6.40    18.50 

 FRANSCHHOEK CELLAR 
Well-structured wine with wonderful red berry and blackcurrant aromas 

and flavours. Classic in style with a well-rounded palate leading into a  

firm finish. (South Africa) (c) 

 

37. MERLOT, AVENDA 3.45 4.70 6.10 17.95 

Rich and intense aromas and flavours of bramble fruits with good weight 

and length. (Chile) (b) 

  

Taste Guide 

White - (1) Driest to (9) Sweetest 

Red - (a) Light to (e) Full-bodied 


